In today’s world when globalisation processes penetrate all spheres of life, education is no exception. University graduates entering the labour market cannot become successful global citizens and have good career prospects unless their writing skills are developed.

Object of Study
During our careers as university professors teaching students majoring in EFL, we have found that writing is a skill that our students struggle with most and writing assignments have always been the most challenging...
for them. Therefore, in this article we describe how shifting the focus from the product-based to the process-oriented approach can make writing classes more beneficial for EFL learners at tertiary level. In the course of the experiment, we aimed at increasing our students’ motivation and improving their academic performance. We also outline some benefits and problems connected with implementing different approaches to developing writing skills of university students. For this reason, we provide the information obtained from a survey conducted among EFL teachers and the data we collected in the process of a short-term experiment launched among first year university students.

Background

Teaching writing has seen a great number of approaches with a focus shifting from accuracy to fluency. According to the survey conducted among school teachers and university instructors from across the Ural region of Russia, product-oriented approach in teaching writing dominates at present on educational premises at all levels. We assume that it is true for the majority of educational institutions all over Russia. The results obtained indicate a traditional approach to teaching writing that is a language-focused one. Writing is often underscored and viewed as secondary and in some way inferior to the spoken language and is used as a means of reinforcing language, which had already been practised in spoken language. The emphasis in this approach is “on correctness and the adherence to and copying of models, both of language and text” [18, p. 5].

In the product-oriented approach it is essential to provide students with a model text which they analyse (form, content, organisation, language patterns), and then use to create a parallel text. Despite the fact that this approach can be successfully applied when teaching students to create pieces of certain genres and types such as a postcard or a formal request, it is not considered to be empowering and liberating [1]. More than that, it is believed to be inappropriate and unhelpful when teaching writing for academic purposes at tertiary level since it does not provide any insight in the process of writing, thus not contributing in any way to developing students’ writing fluency.

G. Parson [11] outlined several reasons for the failure of the traditional approach:
1. Emphasis on form and mechanics before, and often at the expense of, ideas and meaning;
2. Focus on the product rather than the process;
3. Serious neglect of the earliest stages of the writing process;
4. Offer of too many artificial contexts for writing;
5. Isolation of mechanical skills from the context of writing;
6. Rather than being an outgrowth of research and experimentation, the traditional approaches are based on sheer historical momentum of outmoded theoretical assumptions [41, p. 9].

So we consider it vital to shift from product to process approach in teaching writing at tertiary level. Such a shift will make university students aware of the stages of the writing process thus helping them to overcome a blank page syndrome. In addition to these gains learners’ fluency will develop rapidly since the focus in process writing is not on the language but on the message conveyed.

We do not teach our students rules demonstrated by static models; we teach our students to write by allowing them to experience the process of writing. That is a process of discovery, of using written language to find out what we have to say [7, p. 20].

The roles of a teacher and a student change too. A teacher acquires the role of a facilitator while students collaborate and peer-teach each other by means of a feedback given at all stages of the writing process. Moreover, students get more freedom. They no longer feel product-bound. It makes the process of writing enjoyable for them as writing becomes communication [6; 15]. In the long term, this is more likely to ensure that students’ learning is a successful and worthwhile experience.

We argue that a shift from product to process writing approach can help university students cope with difficulties they encounter when writing. This statement is supported by the data gathered from the experiment the authors conducted.

Method

In our research experiment is considered to be the primary instrument. The experiment consisted of two stages: at Stage 1 (September – October, 2015) we implemented the product approach while teaching writing to twenty university students at the Institute of Fundamental Education (IFE), Ural Federal University (Yekaterinburg). It is worth noting that the undergraduates major in English, doing their BA degrees in Interpreting and Translation. The students in the experimental group were enrolled in the course based on their scores of the Unified State Exam / USE (Yedinyi gosudarstvenny ekzamen / EGE). The average result in the group was 77 points (out of the maximum 100). Eight students had the result above average. The course of study at the IFE includes such subjects as Grammar, Writing, Phonetics, etc. taught concurrently by a number of instructors. We were given carte-blanche as far as the Writing syllabus was concerned. As the only approach the instructors had utili-
ized for over fourteen years was the product approach, it was implemented again. Within this framework teachers traditionally focus on the finished paper / product (formal and informal letters, stories, essays, etc.). The instructors started with personal writing, which was followed by creative writing since such tasks were assumed to serve as revision of skills and habits the undergraduates acquired at secondary school. To assess personal and creative writing we used a rubric with three descriptors (accuracy, diction and content). The tasks also provided an introduction to formal writing as the necessary instruction in spelling, mechanics, punctuation, grammar variation and style was given. Logically, at the end of Stage 1 the students had to write a formal essay. To assess formal papers another rubric with 6 criteria was developed. Such descriptors as organisation or global structure, linking elements and style were added.

At Stage 2 (November – December, 2015) the same cohort of undergraduates was working in the framework of process pedagogy, i.e. the process approach to teaching writing was employed. The shift in perspective was necessary because the learners were not demonstrating much progress. The tasks and activities done at this stage ranged logically from writing outlines to creating formal essays. The undergraduates were given 2-3 opportunities to revise their papers, make changes and corrections. The process of writing was comprised of a number of steps (cf. to [4]): in Step 1 (pre-writing) the students brainstormed ideas for their future writing tasks; in Step 2 (focus on ideas) the undergraduates strove to organise their ideas (the aim was to get them thinking more about content, not form); in Step 3 they created their rough drafts and perfected the papers through self-editing, peer-review and proof-reading. This stage passed through, the average of the results each student obtained during Stage 1 was compared to the average of the grades they got during Stage 2.

**Results**

Unfortunately, the USE results didn’t reflect the real knowledge of English especially if we speak about writing. Not only spelling, but also grammar variations posed enormous difficulty for the learners. The brief survey conducted by the instructors revealed that most of the undergraduates had not been taught writing in the full meaning of the term. They were taught to follow models. As a result, they had a vague idea of the paragraph structure’s fundamentals, let alone rhetoric, diction and style. Hence, when the students were faced with the task of writing their first academic essay (at the end of Stage 1) and submitting it in a week, problems arose. For a detailed description of the challenges academic writing can pose see [17, p. 12-13]. It is common knowledge that personal and creative writing with its focus on content and fluency of student self-expression is less problematic. All the same, writing even informal letters the students made a lot of errors – from diction and style to grammar and punctuation. In addition, some learners suffered from writer’s block and confessed they had no ideas as far as creative writing was concerned. Following the product approach to teaching, we set the students a writing topic and corrected all the mistakes when we received their papers for grading in one week’s time. We soon noticed that the approach did not motivate and, what is more, discouraged the undergraduates when they got back their marked papers. Furthermore, their grammatical accuracy and writing fluency were not improving. In Table 1 the average results of the experimental group at the end of Stage 1 are presented.

| Table 1 |

| Stage 1 Results |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| September – October 2015 | Number of Students | Excellent / 5 | Good / 4 | Satisfactory / 3 | Poor / 2 |
| 0 | 6 | 10 | 4 |

With the idea expressed by A. Oshima and A. Hogue [8, p. 15] that ‘Writing is never a one-step action; it is an ongoing creative act’ in mind, we shifted our attention to process pedagogy. Combining theory and practice in the framework of the product approach did not give the learners enough opportunity to polish the papers; this drawback was perfectly compensated for by process writing (see [10, p. 31]). Studying the ways of organizing academic essays and typical features of paragraphs in English [12], learning to make a good thesis statement and use linkers appropriately, reviewing their peers’ works, the undergraduates were involved in reorganizing or / and rewriting essays. The final exit essay was written at the end of Stage 2; similarly to Stage 1 the learners were given one week to complete their papers. Table 2 shows the average results of the experimental group at the end of Stage 2.
Though the students did more challenging tasks in Stage 2 than in Stage 2 (i.e. wrote academic essays), they showed improvement. A careful analysis of the essays shows that the undergraduates at the end of Stage 2 had a better idea of essay organization, argument, paragraph structure and managed to put to use what they had learnt. Likewise, their grammar and vocabulary scores increased as well. Additionally, we kept a Writing Journal, where the students could make entries expressing their views on the course, the ways to improve it, asking questions, etc. Coupled with the feedback they got from the instructor and the peers, the Writing Journal became an important educational tool in our classroom.

Discussion

Writing, like speaking, is a productive skill. At any educational institution in Russia speaking is taught gradually – no instructor expects his / her students to start speaking fluently after following a model once or twice. Only practice makes perfect. Writing is supposed to be part of the course designed to develop all areas of English ability, i.e. enhance both the receptive and productive skills. In reality writing micro and macro skills are the mostly undeveloped, and students being trained to concentrate on accuracy pay no attention to the structure, rhetoric and style of their papers. Teachers too as a rule only focus on accuracy. For example at the Institute of Foreign Languages (Ural State Pedagogical University), where one of the authors works, all papers are graded mainly according to the number of mistakes a student made (errors of different types are considered together: factual, logical, grammar, vocabulary, etcetera). That means the rubric used for assessment contains just one criterion. Another problem is that punctuation is not taught even at university levels. To sum up, the survey of 27 EFL teachers mentioned survey suggests one of the authors works, all papers are graded mainly according to the number of mistakes a student made (errors of different types are considered together: factual, logical, grammar, vocabulary, etcetera). That means the rubric used for assessment contains just one criterion. Another problem is that punctuation is not taught even at university level. To sum up, the survey of 27 EFL teachers across the region we carried out in March, 2016 proves that a lot of emphasis is put on the other skills (speaking, reading and even listening), while academic writing remains the black sheep to put in figuratively. Most instructors set their students the task of composing an academic essay 1-4 times a year. None of the respondents mentioned the process approach. Tasks are set and finished products are received for grading.

Nevertheless, things are changing. At some educational institutions in Russia academic writing is taught at least as an optional course. However, another problem arises: learners coming to such a course lack the basic micro skills. Thus, instructors have to combine teaching academic writing and the basics to deal with it. To cope with this difficulty, we used a number of online resources, for example the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL) [13] and Using English for Academic Purposes [2]. Doing various classroom activities, such as brainstorming, cubing, group prewriting, fast writing and others (for more see [16]) also enabled us to hone micro writing skills. At the same time, the problem of writer’s block was successfully solved as the undergraduates explored how to generate ideas (cf. to [5, p. 39]).

Conclusion

At Russian educational institutions teaching speaking, reading and listening is prioritized over teaching writing. Teachers cite lack of time as the main barrier to enhancing writing micro and macro skills. The product approach to teaching writing is less time-consuming. Instructors advocating it focus more on the finished work, not the process. But as we have shown, placing all the emphasis on the product teachers neglect a number of very important aspects. For example, product-based teaching impedes learner autonomy [9]. The process approach, in its turn, should not be abused. The aim is to find a happy medium between the two approaches. Among possible options might be the model advocated by David Gugin [3] or the genre-based approach implemented by Lestari Setyowati and Utami Widiati [14].

Another problem – as the abovementioned survey suggests – is a deficit of hands-on experience; consequently, 75% of the respondents admit they would like to take a refresher course in teaching writing. A solution could be online courses taught by EFL professionals or a Writing Centre offering face to face courses in writing and academic writing to English language instructors from our region.
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